Late-adhering human embryonic stem cell clumps during serial passage can yield morphologically 'normal-looking' colonies.
During serial passage of human embryonic stem (hES) cells, freshly-seeded hES cell clumps that do not adhere to the newly-plated murine embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder layer after culturing overnight, are routinely discarded with the changing of fresh culture media. Preliminary observations revealed that non-adhered hES cell clumps that were still viable possessed a distinct, rounded morphology with 'sharp,' clearly-defined edges. Typically >90% of 'viable' hES cell clumps with such morphology adhered after a further 24 hr of culture on newly-plated MEF. The remaining non-adhered cell clumps that had ill-defined jagged edges could represent either non-viable hES cells or senescent MEF carried over from the previous sub-culture. Virtually none of these adhered to the newly-plated MEF feeder layer. The overwhelming majority of 'viable,' late-adhering hES cell clumps (typically >90%) gave rise to morphologically 'normal-looking' hES colonies, which appeared to remain undifferentiated. Additionally, hES cell clumps that were attached together with the majority of the passaged colonies, but were somewhat delayed in the adhesion process, compared to neighbouring colonies, also gave rise to morphologically 'normal-looking' undifferentiated colonies that were virtually indistinguishable from neighbouring colonies. Hence, it may be useful to retain late-adhering hES cell clumps during serial passage of hES cells, rather than discarding them.